**MODEL 311Z, I, GI, AI**

**FEATURES:**

- 0 to 5 PSI thru 0 to 75K PSI (75 MBAR to 1,034 BAR)
- FM, CSA, ATEX & IEC approvals
- Welded, rugged construction
- Optional high overpressure protection

**APPLICATIONS:**

- Rig safety systems
- Well head control
- Gas pipeline
- Control panels
- On-board transmission & engine monitoring

**PRODUCT OVERVIEW:**

GP:50’s Model 11 series provides a rugged solution in hazardous approved areas. The all welded, stainless steel design provides years of reliable service in some of the harshest applications.

**FIELD OPTIONS:**

- FM, CSA ATEX, IEC Intrinsically Safe
- Zero & Span adjust
- Alternate connectors & pressure ports
- For Explosion-proof see model 311X/P
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